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A very merry X-Mas

www.xavier.edu/newswire

Detroit begs
for Mercy
JOHN LAFOLLETTE
Sports Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY KELLY SHAW

Jolly old St. Nick visited Gallagher Monday night as part of “A Xavier Christmas.” Students, faculty and members
of the community visited campus for the new tradition.
KELLY SHAW
Campus News Editor

Xavier students were able to
begin preparing for the holidays
on Monday with “A Xavier Christmas.” Sponsored by SGA, the event
was an evening of Christmas events
for Xavier students, faculty and 100
local elementary school students
who participate in the Xavier Buddies program.
SGA took the idea of “Christmas
on Campus” from the University
of Dayton, which has had a similar
celebration for over 40 years. For
the past 15 years, Xavier has put
on a smaller scale event called
Christmas on the Mall, which
always included the lighting of
the Sally Watson Memorial Tree
on the greenspace. This year, the
Office of Student Involvement and
Leadership (OSIL) was trying to
make Christmas on the Mall a bigger event, while one of the SGA
committees was planning to bring
kids to campus.
“We met each other at a very
opportune time, and the collaboration was perfect,” said SGA senator
and chair of the project, sophomore
Krista Kutz. “It was a success because it happened.”
“There has been talk of a Xavier
Christmas on Campus for years,
and we’ve finally turned that idea
into something special for XU
students, faculty, staff and children
of the neighboring communities to
enjoy.”
The evening began with a live
nativity enacted by the Xavier Play©2006
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ers and the arrival of the children.
The live nativity was complete with
a constructed stable, the Biblical
cast and sheep eating hay. A lighting of luminaries accompanied by
the serving of hot chocolate then
took place to entertain everyone
before the opening ceremonies on
the greenspace.
To start the festivities there
was a Gospel Choir performance,
followed by words from SGA
President, senior Steve Bentley and
XU President, Fr. Michael Graham,
S.J. The ceremonies ended with the
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The newly illuminated XU tree.

lighting of the Sally Watson Memorial Christmas tree and a surprise
visit from Santa.
The residence halls took part in
the evening by providing a pizza
dinner with cookie decorating for
the children and their buddies. To
end the evening, there were pictures
with Santa in the GSC as well as
arts and crafts sponsored by various
student clubs and organizations,
such as STANDXU, South Asian

Society, Navigators, St. Vincent
de Paul Society, the men’s soccer
and cross country teams, Finance
Club, Advertising Club, Mortar
Board National Honor Society, International Students Society and the
Office of Multicultural Affairs.
“I saw the childlike spirit of
Christmas in 20-something-yearolds’ eyes as they played Christmas
musical chairs, decorated cookies
and sang ‘Joy to the World’ around
the Christmas tree. I witnessed children cry when they got back on the
bus because they didn’t want to say
goodbye to their Xavier Buddies.
Several teachers from the local elementary schools (Norwood View,
Burton, Hoffman and Parham)
attended the event with the children and thanked me endlessly for
making the event happen. It seemed
that everyone was so happy to be a
part of the first event of its kind at
Xavier,” said Kutz.
In addition to the activities on
the residential mall, students collected canned goods and non-perishable food items for the Freestore
Foodbank.
“Xavier University, as a Jesuit
school, has a thing for service. So
it’s about time we combined that
Jesuit mission of service with the
spirit of Christmas,” said Kutz.
“Celebrating ‘A Xavier Christmas’ brought so much happiness
to everyone involved—both the
children and the Xavier students. I
think it reminded us all of what the
holiday season is all about: being
connected and spreading joy.”

want to give our guys credit for
working hard and for having done
Junior forward Josh Duncan a lot of things right, but we’re a
scored a career high 25 points work in progress,” said Miller.
and senior forward Justin Doell- “We’ve got a long way to go and
man added 10 more as Xavier a lot of work to do.”
easily dispatched the University
The homestand was highof Detroit Mercy Titans, 88-55 on lighted by Doellman’s 1000th
Tuesday night at Cintas Center.
point scored, in typical Doellman
The win brought Xavier’s fashion, with a soft bank shot midrecord to 7-1 to start this season, way through the first half against
their best since starting the 1996- Western Carolina.
97 season 10-0. UDM fell to 2-6
“I didn’t even know that I had
with the loss.
a chance to achieve that,” said
The win also secured (for the Doellman. “It’s such a great
time being) Xavier’s spot in the honor; I’m just happy to be a part
AP top-25. The Musketeers are of the tradition.”
ranked 24, their first appearance in
Junior guard Drew Lavender
the polls since finishing the regular has recorded back-to-back season
season ranked
highs in assists,
12 in 2003.
dishing out six
against Western
D u n c a n ’s
Carolina and
record performance was
seven against
spurred by a sizDetroit.
zling 82 percent
Xavier Nashooting pertion also saw
centage, includseven dunks by
ing 4-of-5 from
flashy freshman
3-point range.
forward Der“I’m just trying
rick Brown in
to let the game
this homestand,
come to me,”
including three
said Duncan.
crowd-pleas“I’m trying to
ing alley-oops
shoot with conin Tuesday’s
fidence.”
win over DeTu e s d a y ’s
troit. Junior
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win over De- With three more highlight reel guard Stanley
troit was the dunks, redshirt freshman Derrick Burrell, who
last in a season- Brown continued his amazing threw one of
high homestand season Tuesday night in an 88-55 the alley-oops
of four games, win over Detroit.
to Brown, said,
all of which
“Derrick’s an
Xavier won.
unbelievable athlete. Those are
In the past week, Xavier has de- the kind of things he does for us.
feated the Miami (OH) RedHawks He’s an X-factor type guy, he does
by a score of 68-53 and the West- a little bit of everything.”
ern Carolina Catamounts 95-61 in
Burrell has hit a cold streak
what would be the first of back- since leading the team with 15
to-back 30-point wins. Xavier points against Miami, going 4has not beaten a home opponent of-14 in the last two games. Still,
by fewer than 15 points since last Miller is sure he’ll bounce back.
year’s Crosstown Shootout, when
“I don’t know if he has the
Xavier held off Cincinnati to win most confidence he’s ever had,
by two.
but he’s playing hard, he’s playing
The Musketeers shot over 50 unselfish, he’s passing the ball,”
percent for the fourth straight Miller said. “His shots will drop.
game, making 32-of-54 from the Stan’s a hard shooter to rattle.”
field for a season-high 59.3 shootThe Musketeers will hit the
ing percentage.
road to take on the Creighton
Still, head coach Sean Miller Bluejays at 8 p.m. on Saturday
isn’t entirely satisfied with the at the QWEST Center in Omaha,
team’s offensive performance. “I Neb.
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Final ASA
General Meeting
The African Students’ Association will be holding their
final general board meeting
of the semester at 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, Dec. 6 in the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA). They invite all members of the Xavier community
to come and enjoy traditional
home-cooked meals from the
Caribbean and countries all over
Africa including Ghana, Kenya,
Senegal and Nigeria. There will
also be traditional games from
Africa and America. Contact
Cherif Diagne at diagnec@
xavier.edu for more information.

Career
Workshop
Career Services is sponsoring a workshop that will offer
strategies and advice on how
to locate and apply for jobs and
internships. The event is from
6-7 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec.
6 in GSC, room 330. All are
welcome to share in the light
refreshments and the discussion.

Leadership
Newsletter
The latest issue of the Xavier
Leadership Newsletter focuses
on mentors, role models and their
influence on our lives. Students
can make s’mores and pick up
a copy during the S’mores to
Leaders II event taking place
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 6 in front of GSC.
Contact busamla@xavier.edu for
more information.

Blue
Christmas
Bellarmine Chapel will host
a special service that hopes
to explore the more difficult
side of the Christmas season,
particularly for those who have
experienced death and other
forms of personal and family
crises and also to provide space
for each individual to honor
these challenges. Bellarmine
encourages all to join for an
evening of prayer, healing and
reflection on the real meaning
of Christmas. The service starts
at 7:30 p.m. on Monday. Call
or email Beck Borden at 7451908 or beckborden@xavier.edu
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Students to dance for charity
KELLY SHAW

Campus News Editor

Xavier’s first annual Dance
Marathon, an event that is held
nationwide at different colleges
and high schools in conjunction
with Children’s Miracle Network
(CMN) and the local CMN Hospital
(Cincinnati Children’s Hospital and
Medical Research Center), will take
place this Friday, Dec. 8 beginning
at 6 p.m. and continue until 10 a.m.
on Saturday, Dec. 9 in the O’Connor
Sports Center. Dancers will be on
their feet for the entire 16 hours and
have been working to raise money.
Anyone can make donations at the
event.
The registration deadline to be
a dancer has passed but the Xavier
community is welcome and encouraged to stop by the event any time
between 6 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 8
and 10 a.m. on Saturday, Dec. 9 to
enjoy the festivities. Guests must
pay $5 at the door but can stay as
long as they like.
Co-director junior Heidi Mallis
describes the event.
“It blends dancing, music, games,
food and a variety of entertainment
into one experience where students
raise money for kids treated at their
Children’s Miracle Network hospital,” Mallis said.
Family relations committee chair

along with the other
CMN hospitals, is
truly a miracleworking institution
and it is important
for our campus to
realize that as college students we are
empowered, and we
can do something to
help.”
Mallis feels this
PHOTO COURTESY OF KAITLYN KRAMER is a wonderful serSome of the children who will be helped by CMN. vice opportunity
for participants.
sophomore Kaitlyn Kramer looks
“Dance Marathon will be an
forward to a good time.
“Dance Marathon is like a cel- opportunity for students to live out
ebration for all of the money that the Jesuit ideal of ‘men and women
we have raised for CMN. We are for others’ by doing a great service
having different performers, games, for the thousands of kids treated at
prizes, food, music and a whole lot Cincinnati Children’s each year,”
Mallis said.
of fun,” Kramer said.
Kramer explains her role in
She also admires the students
who have volunteered to dance at working with the families who will
be present at the event.
the event.
“It has been my privilege to
“It isn’t an ideal situation to be
dancing for 16 hours straight. But work with six fantastic families
the people who are committed to from Cincinnati Children’s. I have
this and who are signed up weren’t been working to get them here on
thinking about how tired they campus so that they feel comfortwill be,” she said. “They’ve been able with the environment as well
thinking about the difference that as the Executive Committee before
they can make. They were think- they come down for the actual
ing about the families who will be event,” she said. “I am also responhelped and the children who will sible for including the families in
be saved. Cincinnati Children’s, our marathon. To me, this is the

epitome. These families have such
incredibly touching stories that I feel
empowered to do something, make
a difference, affect a change, every
time I read their stories.”
For Kramer, Dance Marathon
isn’t about the money that will be
raised.
“Dance Marathon is truly for
these families and for all the families
whose stories I won’t hear. Whether
we raise $10 or $10,000, it doesn’t
really matter, because the families
and the hospital know that we are
inspired by them and are working to
better their situations,” she said.
Kramer encourages participation
and hopes to see positive change.
“Students should participate in
order to see the remarkable contribution that Xavier students are
making in order to assist Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital. I hope that this
event will affect the campus at large
by encouraging Xavier students and
the community to really look beyond
themselves,” she said.
Mallis agrees.
“I hope this event raises awareness about Cincinnati Children’s and
the great service it provides for the
Cincinnati community,” she said.
Cincinnati Children’s is saving the
lives of kids every day and those
lucky children are going to be our
future leaders.”

XU and Jewish center support diversity
KELLY SHAW

Campus News Editor

Xavier University and the Hillel
Jewish Student Center have announced a historic partnership between the two institutions, marking
the first formal relationship between
Hillel and Xavier.
After working for several years
to encourage cultural and interreligious action, Rabbi Abie Ingber,
the executive director of the Hillel
Jewish Center of Cincinnati, will
lead Hillel at Xavier.
“The growth of this relationship
parallels Xavier’s mission, with its
particular focus on the total educational and Jesuit mission of care
for the whole person,” said Rabbi
Ingber.
The new partnership was celebrated at a recent reception where
both Xavier University President, Fr.
Michael J. Graham, S.J. and Rabbi
Ingber spoke about the shared commitment to enriching the lives of
young adults through learning. The

address at Xavier by
Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., Superior
General of the Society
of Jesus.
In his speech, the
Father General said,
“The service of faith in
Jesuit higher education,
then, helps members
of the university community develop a proPHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER PRESS RELEASE found understanding
Students participate in a Jewish ceremony.
of, and commitment
to, their own religious
tradition.
This
process necessarily
partnership is intended to serve as a
includes
openness
to and learning
model for other institutions.
from
other
religious
traditions and
“Our mission is to form students
appreciation
and
critique
of culture.
intellectually, morally and spirituReligious
diversity
and
cultural
ally, with rigor and compassion,
values
are
interdependent
and
overtoward lives of solidarity and
lapping—not
independent—dimenservice,” said Father Graham, S.J.
“To do this successfully, diversity sions of our lives. Indeed, interrein all its forms must be a part of the ligious dialogue is one of the most
powerful responses to the global
experience we provide.”
This historic outreach by the two cultural malaise. It will take the
institutions came shortly before an cooperation of the world’s religions

to address adequately dehumanizing
cultural forces.”
The partnership has already
begun in some forms on campus.
Rabbi Ingber is co-teaching a course
with Xavier associate theology professor Sarah Melcher. The course is
entitled “Jewish/Christian Dialogues
Today: The Search for Authenticity.”
As part of the class, Xavier students
recently visited the Hillel Jewish
Student Center on Clifton Avenue.
Rabbi Ingber is not new to Xavier’s campus. He is one of the co-creators of the award-winning exhibit,
“A Blessing to One Another: Pope
John Paul II and the Jewish People,”
which premiered at Xavier in May
2005. Since the premiere, the exhibit has traveled to the John Paul
II Cultural Center in Washington,
D.C., Duquesne University, and it is
currently at the Museum of Jewish
Heritage in New York City.
All of the programs planned by
Hillel will be open to Xavier students, faculty and staff.

Police Notes
N o v. 2 7 , 2 : 5 4 p . m . — Tw o
employees reported a minor auto
accident in the Gallagher lot.
Nov. 27, 7:40 p.m.—A student
reported a hit-and-run accident
in the Village lot. A suspect was
identified and cited with the
intent to leave the crime scene.
Nov. 27, 9:32 p.m.—A student in
Elet Hall was cited for violating
a stay-away order that was
issued by the dean of students.
Nov. 28, 8:15 a.m.—A Physical
Plant employee reported damage
to a window in Husman Hall.

N o v. 3 0 , 1 2 : 3 5 a . m . — A n
employee reported a minor
accident in the Flynn Hall lot.
Dec. 1, 3:36 p.m.—Two students
were cited for stealing alcohol
from Cintas Concessions.
Dec. 2, 12:30 a.m.—An officer
on patrol detected damage to a
light pole on 1612 Dana Ave.
Dec. 2, 2:00 p.m.—A student who
walked through the C-2 lot with
an open container of alcohol was
cited for underage consumption.
Dec. 2, 7:10 p.m.—Two nonstudents soliciting magazine

subscriptions in the residence halls
were cited and escorted off-campus.
Dec. 3, 12:10 a.m.—An RA
in Brockman Hall reported
that the contents of a fire
extinguisher located on the
second floor had been discharged.
Dec. 3, 3:10 p.m.—A nonstudent acting suspiciously in
the library was arrested on four
outstanding warrants including
a s s a u l t i n g a p o l i c e o ff i c e r,
resisting arrest and trespassing.
Dec. 3, 8:25 p.m.—An RA
reported damage done to the
emergency exit sign on the

fifth floor of Kuhlman Hall.
Dec. 3, 10:40 p.m.—Campus
Police investigated reports of
roommate trouble in the Village.
Neither party wanted further action.

Police Note
of the Week
Dec. 1, 2:00 a.m.—A student
walking back to campus from
Surrey Square on Montgomery
Road reported that a motorist
solicited them for a sexual favor.
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is looking for a highly
motivated individual to join the Newswire staff as the Senior
News Editor. The Senior News Editor is responsible for writing a 600+ word front page story every two issues, contributing articles to Campus News as assigned by the Campus News
Editor and providing at least two pictures for each front page
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Interested applicants should send a brief email indicating
prior writing experience to Brian Bowsher, Editor-in-Chief,
at Newswire@xavier.edu.
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Xavier X-Word

Are you afraid yet?
Terrorism, as defined by the ever
useful Dictionary.com, is the use of
violence and threats to intimidate
or coerce, especially for political
purposes. Here in America we
have settled into a fearful mindset,
or have we? It’s evident that terrorism is playing some role in our
day to day lives, be it increased
security, overzealous law enforcement agencies or simply the entire
page Fox News
has dedicated
to the “War on
Terror.” But
how scared are
we really?
There are
people out
there petrified
to cross the
Bay Bridge in
Maryland or
get on a plane because of the seemingly imminent possibility of an
‘attack.’ The Newswire isn’t biting.
We’re not scared. Not even after a
bomb (which was detonated) shut
down I-71 for hours last week. And
it seems as though the rest of the
world isn’t as scared as the United
States either.
In London, after the July 2005
bombings occurred, there was an
increased level of caution, and
rightfully so. But soon thereafter
the public transportation system
opened up and life in jolly old
London continued normally. The
same thing happened with Spain
and Italy after bombings. For some
reason the world understands that
terrorists, by the very definition, are
trying to make you scared.
They want you to become paranoid and anxious to the point of
social hysteria. That’s how they
win. And it seems as though we’re
helping them. Society is quick to
jump to the assumption that something is “a terrorist attack.” When
New York Yankee Corey Lidle

crashed his plane into a building
in New York, everyone thought it
was terrorists. It wasn’t, and everyone who claimed it felt stupid
afterwards.
We, as an American culture,
have become scared. Again Fox
News, America’s most reliable
source for fighting terrorism, has
a HANDBOOK on how to survive
terror. It highlights procedures
and precautions ranging
from carrying
an energy bar
with you at all
times to making sure you
know every
exit wherever
you go, so
as to make a
quick escape
in case of a bomb or attack.
Has the United States, arguably
the most powerful nation in the
world, become afraid of the boogie
man, the unseen bad guy who is
never seen and always present?
The Newswire isn’t trying to make
light of a very serious subject. It
has Fox News to do that. But what
we are trying to do is to point out
that everyone has become so obsessed with “terror” that we’re all
left either hiding under our covers
or in the streets protesting the government. Neither is acceptable.
It’s up to America as a whole,
not American government, to win
this war. Blaming the terrorists
or blaming administrations is the
same thing. Both ways create dissention among us, and once those
seeds have been planted the only
result is growth; the continual deterioration of our way of life. So,
the Newswire recommends that
you quit living scared and angry,
be it at the government or the terrorists, and just start living.
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— Newswire Retrospective —

Classic Police Notes
PATRICK STEVENSON
Assistant Op-Ed Editor

Police Notes are to the Newswire what Michael Jordan was to
the Chicago Bulls. MJ was always
the best player on the Bulls and
basketball fans jammed stadiums
every season to see His Airness
ball, regardless of how good or
bad the rest of the Bulls were.
Just as people showed up every
season to see MJ play, students
of Xavier University pick up the
Newswire every week to read the
Police Notes. No matter how popular any writer or columnist becomes, we can only hope to be the
Scottie Pippen to the Police Notes’
Michael Jordan.
Due to a miscommunication
earlier this semester, Police Notes
didn’t appear in the October 25 issue of the Newswire. That weekend I was at a party where I was
confronted by multiple individuals demanding to know why we
hadn’t published Police Notes that
week. To put this in perspective, a
month before, we discontinued the
long-running “Mall Talk” feature,
and received only one disappointed email.
My favorite way to kill time
here at the Publications House is to
dig through the Newswire archives
in search of old Police Notes. At
this point, I think I’ve read every
one published since 2002, which
my co-writers can attest to, as
I’ve constantly distracted them by
reading many of my discoveries
out loud.
So this week, I’d like to share
with you some of the most notable

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAWANDORDER.COM

Law and Order: SVU’s Ice-T: the gold
standard for police officers

Police Notes published over the
past few years:
March 7, 2003 at 4:45 p.m.
Two high school students were
arrested in the C4 lot for the underage consumption of alcohol,
urinating on cars and running from
the police during one of the high
school basketball games being
held at Cintas Center.
March 16, 2003 at 4:25 p.m. A
Village resident exiting her vehicle
in the Village lot observed a male
subject approximately 18-20 years
of age masturbating in an older
Plymouth vehicle while asking her
for directions.
August 29, 2003 at 5 a.m.
Campus Police investigated a report of an unknown female subject
climbing into bed with a female
resident student. Officers searched
the building for the unknown female.
April 2, 2004 at 1:15 a.m. Two
resident students were cited for

public indecency and possession
of stolen property after they were
observed urinating behind a building on the west side of campus, as
well as having approximately 10
street signs in their possession.
September 6, 2004 at 1:40 a.m.
Campus Police investigated a report of two naked men throwing a
football on the greenspace. Campus Police were unable to locate
the individuals.
November 6, 2004 at 11:25
p.m. A student reported grape jelly, eggs and bologna thrown on his
car parked in the Village lot.
November 22, 2004 at 11:50
p.m. An intoxicated alumnus was
found passed out by Bellarmine
Chapel, identified and taken home
by his spouse.
September 5, 2005 at 6:55 a.m.
Campus Police, Cincinnati Police and Cincinnati Fire/Rescue
checked on the well-being of an
intoxicated student found sleeping on the wrong porch at the 3900
block of Winding Way. According
to the student, friends dropped off
the student inadvertently at the
wrong address following a fight
with another student at a bar.
February 2, 2006 10:06 p.m.
An intoxicated fan outside the
men’s basketball game was observed asleep behind the wheel of
a vehicle in R-2. The subject was
released to his spouse.
November 11, 2006 at 1:20
a.m. Four students were cited for
underage consumption after they
were caught attempting to sneak
into the pool at O’Connor Sports
Center.
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

—L E T T E R S T O T H E E D I T O R—

Terrorist and culture clashes
On November 14, 2006, I listened to Reza Aslan’s lecture at
Cintas Center. Aslan is the author
of No God but God. In Aslan’s
view, the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks weren’t primarily a clash
with the West but rather an attempt
by Muslim extremists to use the
West as a polarizing force in this
century-old struggle.
While I find Aslan refreshing,
enlightening, stimulating and entertaining, I come away with more
questions than answers.
The speaker’s major thesis is
that 9/11 is not caused by, nor is it a
manifestation of, cultural conflicts.
It is driven by radical reformists
within the Muslim ranks, the likes
of Osama Bin Laden in order to
enlist support for its cause. On the
other hand, Huntington argued that
future world conflicts (including
terrorism) are driven by clashes of
cultures, not ideology or economics.
“It is my hypothesis that the
fundamental source of conflict in
this new world will not be primarily
ideological or primarily economic.
The great divisions among humankind and the dominating source
of conflict will be cultural,” said
Huntington. “Nation states will
remain the most powerful actors
in world affairs, but the principal
conflicts of global politics will occur between nations and groups of
different civilizations. The clash of
civilizations will dominate global
politics. The fault lines between
civilizations will be the battle lines
of the future.”
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Reza Aslan, author of No God but God

I do not see how the speaker can
argue that 9/11 is precipitated by
religious reform movements alone
within the Muslim ranks, and not as
a result (in part) of a clash of civilizations initiated by the West.
First, to observe that there are
divisions within a (Muslim) culture is not to say that such divisions automatically or inevitably
translate into disunity in the face
of external threats/enemy (West).
More significantly, to say that that
1.2 billion Muslims in the world
do not agree on their identity and
destiny is not to prove that the West
is not intending to be the dominant
culture of the world.
Second, as a “reformed” Iranian,
the speaker looks at the United
States (West)—Iraq (Middle East)
conflict from the perspective of a
(Western?) modernist. Though he
insisted that modernization is NOT
to be equated with westernization,
we know there is only one way to

be modernized—to speak English,
watch 007, drive a fast car, have a
beauty pageant, drink Coke, etc.
In a Chinese vs. the United
States context: it is not OK to have
bounded feet, but it is quite all
right to have contact football. If
binding feet retarded human natural
development, Sunday noon football
certainly artificially breaks bones!
Both of them are cultural products
—binding feet to please male,
knocking heads to appease the big
corporations!
Lastly, even if the speaker can
explain away 9/11 as a “religious
reformation” movement, he is hard
pressed to explain why the West
constantly tries to make and remake other (third world) countries
in their own image: there are more
churches in China than temples
in the United States; more people
wearing ties the world over than
Chinese/Iranian clothes. Is this not
clashing of cultures?
Where there are clashes of
culture, there are potentialities of
wars. Westerners invaded China
in the 1860s to open her up, and
the United States attacked Vietnam
in 1970s to shut her off. Now it
is Iraq’s turn. Is there any doubt
in anyone’s mind that Western
cultural influence (dominance) is
not obtained through the barrel of
a gun?!
That, my friend, is what Huntington is prospecting.
Kam C. Wong
Chair, Criminal Justice
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Check out the Newswire’s new online photo
albumn. You can browse and even submit your
photos from the week!
Just send them to
Newswire-Oped@xavier.edu
Then see them online at
www.xavier.edu/newswire

SPORTS
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BRIEFS
John LaFollette, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Swimmers splash to
eighth place
The Xavier University swim
teams completed a weekend invitational known as the Summa Care
Invitational hosted by the University of Akron on Sunday, Dec.
3. The men, led by junior Shane
Jenkins, were able to capture sixth
place; the women finished eighth.
Overall, the combined men’s and
women’s scores were good enough
for eighth in the ten team field.
Jenkins was able to capture third
place in the 200 fly even with a
time of 1:55, and fellow junior Matt
Krouse took sixth place in the 200
backstroke also with a time 1:55.
The women were led by senior
Jill Cooke, who took sixth in the
1650 freestyle event with a time
of 17:48.
This was the final meet of the
2006 calendar year for the Musketeer swimmers. Their next meet is
Jan. 13, 2007 at Cleveland State.

Track sprints to 17
top ten finishes
The Xavier University track and
field team began their season at the
University of Findlay Oiler Open
this past weekend. The women
were led by sophomore Becky
Clark who won the women’s one
mile run, and fellow sophomore
Luke Beuerlein took second place
in the men’s 3,000 meter run. Less
than a half second behind Beuerlein
was junior Ben Milroy, followed
closely by junior Tony Matheus,
who was sixth.
Clark won the one mile run,
second was captured by freshman
Dani Meiners, third went to Caitlin
Shagena and fourth was taken by
sophomore Katie Dominguez.
In total the men and women
combined for an outstanding 17
top ten finishes, including a sixth
place in the men’s one mile run
by sophomore Clinton Womack,
and freshmen Katie Phillips and
Bethany Moore were able to take
fourth and eighth, respectively, in
the women’s 800 meter run. In the
women’s 3,000 meter run, senior
Kelly Sraj came in seventh and junior Amanda Brown finished ninth.
The Musketeers ran hard enough
to place well against the stiff competition of Michigan, Dayton and
Cincinnati.
The track team is scheduled to
compete again on Saturday at the
Golden Flash Gala on the campus
of Kent State University.

The Week Ahead
Thursday
Women’s basketball
- Penn State

Saturday
Men’s basketball
- Creighton
Track

Sunday
Women’s basketball
- Coppin State
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Women’s basketball splits homestand with win over
Morehead State, loss to no. 19 Louisville
NICK DIFRANCESCO
Contributing Sportswriter

The Musketeers went 1-1 last
week, dropping a 63-59 decision
to No.19 Louisville Cardinals on
Thursday, before coming back to
defeat the Morehead State Eagles,
72-55 on Saturday.
XU fought hard for 40 minutes
last Thursday, but it was not enough
to overcome Angel McCoughtry
and the Cardinals. The three things
that plagued Xavier were weakness
on the defensive boards, lack of
help defense in the paint and a once
again stagnant zone offense.
XU yielded 21 offensive rebounds, and numerous possessions
saw the Cardinals get at least three
shot attempts up. The Cardinals
also shot a good number of uncontested lay-ups, due to slow rotations
and general confusion on defense.
Most of this can be attributed to
the indecisiveness of the Xavier
guards, as they never seemed sure
just from where they should be
getting help.
Did they have help coming underneath, assisting them in cutting
off their player’s path to the basket?
Or was there a shot-blocker coming
over the top from the weak side? It
seemed that XU couldn’t answer
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Freshman forward Amber Harris drives against a Louisville defender.
these questions all game.
On the offensive end, XU continued their trend of being befuddled by a zone defense. Louisville
played a 2-3 match-up zone the
entire game, continually taking XU
out of their comfort zone.
The Musketeers have a series of
plays designed just for zones, most
of which involve setting picks to
free up shooters when the ball is
reversed.
The problem with these plays
is that while they work the first
time, they are fairly easy to defend

against when you know what is
coming.
To XU’s credit, they also ran
some sets designed for man-to-man
defenses, which can be effective
against a match-up zone as well.
The one thing that the Lady
Musketeers should have exploited
more was their quickness on the
perimeter.
Since a match-up zone usually
stretches farther from the basket
than a normal zone, this leaves
wider lanes for driving to the hoop.
XU was at their best offensively

when they were penetrating the lane
consistently.
Although the Musketeers clearly
have a number of issues to work
out, most of them are things that
can be corrected through repetitions
in practice. They shot 28.6 percent
from the field against the Cardinals,
yet only lost by four.
So far, the team’s only two losses
have been ranked teams (U of L and
Marquette).
XU rebounded nicely from their
loss on Thursday, and did not allow
themselves to lose two in a row at
home by winning on Saturday.
Freshman Amber Harris garnered her third consecutive A-10
Rookie of the Week award, averaging 17 points, 10.5 rebounds and 2.5
blocks per game last week.
This week the Musketeers will
play their first true road game, traveling to Penn State to take on the
Nittany Lions on Thursday.
PSU comes in with a record
of 5-5 on the season, and are led
by guard Tyra Grant and forward
Amanda Brown.
XU returns home to take on Coppin State at 2 p.m. on Sunday. The
Eagles are 4-2 on the season, and
are led by reigning MEAC Player
of the Week Rashida Suber.

The Spectator by John LaFollette
Weekly commentary on the world of sports
JOHN LAFOLLETTE
Sports Editor

As a staunch defender of the
original, the new and the cutting
edge, it is with great regret that
the Spectator offers this cliché to
explain the sporting phenomena
he has seen in the weeks since his
overdue vacation: the more things
change, the more they stay the
same.
The oft-repeated adage is best
descriptive of the state of college
football this season. Just when
we thought that some fresh (and
deserving) newcomers from the Big
East were about to make their debut
on the BCS scene, the nay-sayers
made their voices heard.
The nay-sayers were all college
football purists, so bogged down
with traditional ideals, which can
only be embodied by traditional
powerhouse schools, that they
refused to accept the fact that football games can be won with flashy,
unconventional offense.
When Louisville beat West
Virginia 44-34 in a game that saw
78 points and 1,018 total yards,
these nay-sayers crowed about
how the BCS deserved better
defensive teams. Never mind the
fact that those same purists labeled
last year’s 79-point, 1,030-yard
offensive explosion in the Rose
Bowl one of the greatest games in
history.
But these things have a tendency
to sort themselves out. Louisville
fell to Rutgers and lost the Big
East lead, West Virginia fell to
South Florida and Rutgers fell
to Cincinnati and West Virginia,
landing Louisville in the Orange
Bowl as the winner of the Big
East’s champ’s automatic bid to a
BCS bowl.
The nay-sayers were satisfied
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Florida coach Urban Meyer (left) can do two things at once (like hate
the BCS but warmly accept its championship bid), but Glendale will
probably see Tressel victorious once again.
with Louisville facing Wake For- team in the two weeks between its
est (another team who is making last game and the final ballots. As if
its first BCS appearance) in the Florida had somehow beaten lowly
BCS’s third best bowl game, but Kentucky by three touchdowns
the Spectator wonders whether the instead of two, and lowlier Florida
nay-sayers will give the winner the State by more than seven points.
title they’ve certainly earned: bonaThe Spectator doesn’t have a
fide BCS contender.
problem with an Ohio State-Florida
The purists were also satisfied national title game; putting Ohio
with the outcome of the Ohio State- State in double jeopardy against a
Michigan game, because it finally team they’ve already beaten isn’t
cemented college football king’s fair, even if that team is the second
crown atop the Buckeyes’ sticker- best in the country.
covered helmets (if only OSU fans
The Spectator does have a probcould be satisfied by this). Michi- lem with the hypocrisy that is so
gan was still the consensus second evident among the college football
best team in the country, for another conservatives.
two weeks anyway. That is, until
It’s wrong to praise one offenthe purists added another pre-req- sive performance as an “instant
uisite for national championship classic” (the Texas-USC freecontender: conference champion.
for-all in last year’s Rose Bowl),
For this unreasonable reason blast an identical performance as a
(Michigan did win the Big Ten; no-defense, faux-football shootout
Ohio State is in a league of its own), (the Louisville-West Virginia freeand because of Florida head coach for-all in early November) and
Urban Meyer’s shameless politick- ignore a similarly untraditional
ing, voters in the Coaches’ and Har- offensive performance when it’s
ris Poll, two thirds of the BCS rank- between the two best teams in the
ing system, slotted Florida ahead of nation (Ohio State and Michigan
Michigan in the final week.
scored 81 points and racked up 900
As if Michigan had somehow total yards).
become a less deserving football
It’s wrong to complain about

the BCS format, as Urban Meyer
did for weeks before he thought
his team had a chance to play for
its title game, and then talk about
the problems associated with the
month-long layoff between football
games instead of the fundamentally
flawed system that got your team
in the championship game to begin
with, as Meyer did after the final
BCS standings were announced.
It’s wrong to praise the strength
of the SEC’s schedule (and consider
it enough to boost the SEC champ
into the title game), use an allegedly
weak Big East schedule as reason to
keep that league’s champion out of
the title game, and reward another
team, Notre Dame, that wins big
against cupcake opponents (think
Stanford, Navy, Air Force, North
Carolina and Army) but gets blown
out against legitimately good teams
(think Michigan and Southern Cal)
with a trip to the Sugar Bowl to play
fourth ranked LSU.
It’s wrong for Coaches’ and
Harris Poll voters to assume that
the teams who dominated college
football when the U.S. was mired
in Vietnam are the same teams who
should dominate when the U.S. is
mired in Iraq.
It’s wrong for the Coaches’ and
Harris poll to have so much influence on a team’s championship
hopes.
It’s wrong for observers to decide
which team is most deserving of a
national championship opportunity,
instead of the teams themselves.
It’s wrong to have a system that
doesn’t work. It’s wrong to bring
entrenched elitism into college
sports.
Until he hears something that’s
right about the way college football
determines its national champion,
the Spectator will always be looking
forward to basketball season.

DIVERSIONS
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I totally love the 80s
EMILY HOFERER
Diversions Editor

The theater-going experience is
changing. Yes, this is true. Would
I lie to you? Right before our very
eyes, shows are evolving past the
usual sit-back-and-relax style that
we’ve been accustomed to. This
weekend, the tables are being
turned and you’re about to go back
in time with the original musical
“Totally 80s Snowball.”
The “Snowball” is a dance at
a fictional high school during the
1980s, obviously, and as most of
us remember (or may even want
to forget) dances are never without
their drama. All that high school
drama will be acted out by the
Xavier Players, who will also carry
out the story and help to get the
audience involved.
And what about all that singing
and dancing? Well, leave all that
to the Xavier Singers. Their great
voices and quality choreographed
dance moves are sure to bring back
only the happiest of memories for
anyone who still remembers the
80s.
The shows are this weekend
only, running from Thursday to
Sunday and starting at 7:30 p.m.
Because of this style of theater,
instead of the show being held in

the GSC, it will take place in the
armory.
I know, no one really likes
to walk to the armory. But I’m
obviously not the only one who
knows that! Shuttles will be taking
students up there from Bellarmine
Circle starting at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students,
faculty and staff, so don’t forget
your All Card! General admission
is $15.
Oh yeah, about that interactive
part, the cast will be circulating
throughout the audience and snacking on some very tasty hor’dourves,
so be ready to get up and dance.
You can dress up, too! I know
you’ve been dying to do something
with those leg warmers that you
have just lying around.
You may not even return from
the play empty handed! After the
show, there will be a quiz session
to see how much the audience
remembers.
To top it all off, the big guy will
be there... The man of the season,
Kris Kringle, or as he is otherwise
known, Santa Claus. And what
does he have in his bag of goodies? I guess you’ll have to come to
find out! It’s bound to be a totally
tubular time!

-Love Notes-

BRIEFS
Emily Hoferer, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

Late Night Snack
Take a break from studying,
grab a late night snack from
Busken’s Baked Goods and get
your picture taken with Santa!
This event will take place at 10
p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 7 in GSC.

Latin Dance
Party

It looks like they love the 80s too.
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Check out exclusive
online content!!

www.xavier.
edu/newswire

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after December 5...
Gwen Stefani The Sweet Escape (Interscope Records) ... Ciara
The Evolution (LA FACE) ... Drake Bell It’s Only Time (UMVD Labels) ...
Brian McKnight Ten (Warner Brothers/WEA) Loreena Mckennitt
An Ancient Muse (Verve)
...All dates are tentative.

Live Wires
Wednesday, December 6
Army of Anyone
@ Bogarts

Wednesday, December 6
Black Sheep
@ Annies

Thursday, December 7
Kenny Loggins
@ Ej Nutter Center

Saturday, December 9
The Cheetah Girls
@ U.S. Bank Arena

Stay tuned for next
week’s holiday issue,
including the 12 days
of Christmas, Newswire
style.

BY RYAN NEMETH
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I can feel myself getting merrier already.

If you have been practicing your
steamy Latin dance moves and are
dying for the chance to show them
off, join the Student Organization
of Latinos (SOL) for their Latin
Night Dance Party. The dance will
take place at 9 p.m. and last until 1
a.m. on Friday, Dec. 8 in the GSC
Clocktower Lounge. Stop by on
Wednesday, Dec. 6 at the Office
of Multicultural Affairs to pick
up some moves from the movie
“Dirty Dancing: Havana Nights.”

“Weakest Link”
Always wanted to be on a game
show? Come out at 9 p.m. on
Friday, Dec. 8 to the GSC atrium
to see if you have what it takes to
play “The Weakest Link.” Three
winners will receive a $100 cash
prize, and audience members will
be entered to win door prizes.

XU at the Zoo
Get into the Christams spirit
and enjoy the Cincinnati Zoo’s
Festival of Lights Celebration. A
shuttle will be running throughout
the evening from Buenger Circle
to the zoo starting at 5:30 until
the zoo closes on Saturday, Dec.9.
Tickets are $5 and are being sold
in GSC.

Holiday Party
The Williams College of Business invites everyone to join them
from 2-4 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 12
on the first floor of Hailstones Hall
to celebrate the holiday season.

-PAID ADVERTISEMENT-

Got top test
scores?
Teach our evening and weekend
SAT, LSAT and MCAT classes.
Pay starts at $15-20 per hour.
Apply online:
princetonreview.com/
employment
Learn more:
info.columbus@review.com
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WEDNESDAY
December 6
Imagine simply walking down
the academic mall to class. You’re
likely listening to your iPod so you
don’t have to have normal social
interaction in the three-minute walk.
Perhaps you’re talking on the phone
to someone in a two-minute conversation that just could not wait.
Nevertheless, the morning seems
like any normal one as you put one
foot lazily in front of the other headed to another boring core class that
you brought other homework for.
Suddenly-BAM-you’ve fallen
five feet under the ground into a
huge sinkhole. This event is exactly
what happened to a 64-year-old
woman in Brooklyn. I’ll bet you
won’t find that story anywhere in the
rest of the paper. And people say I
don’t report relevant news...
The first part of this column
reminds me of a Choose Your Own
Adventure novel. In fact, I enjoyed
writing it so much that I’ve decided
to write this week’s Calendar City
in Choose Your Own Adventure
style.
You walk across campus toward
Dana Avenue. You reach the street.
You stop for a moment and look at
the speeding traffic in either direction. Do you choose to risk the
possibly dangerous walk across the
street?
If no, skip to Saturday.
If yes, continue reading.
It looks like you’ve got quite
the adventurous spirit, young one!
Perhaps you should stop by Village
Apartment 35. The Social Justice
Apartments will host an open house
today from 5:30-7:30 p.m.

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS

Calendar City
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu.

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

December 7

December 9

Ah! So you’ve found the courage that’s always lived within
yourself! Congratulations!
You are now standing in the
arms of a loved one who you desperately want to impress. You can
either run away, take them dancing
or make them fat because you’re
jealous of their toned physique.
If you choose to run away, skip
to Sunday.
If you choose to take them dancing, go to the Armory at 7:30 p.m.
where the interactive show “Totally
80s Snowball” will open tonight.
If you choose to make them
fat, be at Gallagher Student Center
atrium at 10 p.m. for the Late Night
Snack featuring Busken Bakery.

If you’re here because you’ve
completed every adventure leading up to this point, treat yourself
to beautiful zoo lights tonight with
XU at the Cincinnati Zoo. A shuttle
will run from Buenger Hall, starting
at 5:30 p.m.
If you’re here because you were
too scared to cross the street on
Wednesday, you are pathetic. To
make yourself feel better, head
to “Totally 80s Snowball” in the
Armory at 7:30 p.m. where there
will be plenty of characters who are
much more pathetic than you.
If you choose to complete either
of these challenges, skip Sunday
because it doesn’t apply to you. If
you skip both events, read on.

FRIDAY
December 8
You wake up today feeling
refreshed and ready to take on the
world. Will the world offer you
the opportunity you need in order
to prove yourself today?
If you had one shot, one opportunity, to seize everything you ever
wanted...would you capture it? Or
just let it slip?
If you recognize that musical
reference, continue reading. If not,
skip to Sunday.

W. W. K. R. C.? What Would
Keanu Reeves Choose?
We’re beginning to weed out
the boys from the men by now in
this Choose Your Own Adventure
column. I’m also beginning to understand why no Choose Your Own
Adventure novel was ever more than
30 pages. I’m managing to confuse
myself. Nevertheless! This moment
is not about me, it is a moment is
about you, the adventurer.
You’ve managed to hop out of
bed around 4 p.m. today after some
Thursday festivities and put on your
favorite pair of pants. Which pants
are they? The shiny silver pants or
the khakis?
If you choose the shiny silver
pants, you’ll find yourself at the Armory at 7:30 p.m. for another night
of the “Totally 80s Snowball.”
If you choose the khakis, you’ll
end up in the GSC atrium at 9 p.m.
for Xavier’s version of “The Weakest Link” live.
If you choose no pants, you’ll
find yourself playing Dungeons and
Dragons online all night. Sicko.
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MONDAY
December 11
Another week means another
slew of adventures available to you.
You make yourself a pot of coffee in
the morning, leave the coffee pot on
and set your apartment on fire.
What will you save?
If you choose to save your roommate, you are the type of adventurer
who will likely enjoy the prayer
service at Bellarmine Chapel at
7:30 p.m.
If you choose to save your cutest scarf, you’ll be well-prepared
for yet another Winter Wonderland
Celebration in the GSC atrium from
1-4 p.m.
Either afternoon adventure you
end up at finds you lonely later in the
night. You have a lot of homework
to do, but your friend offers you the
chance to play a game of capture the
flag. Do you go to the library and
continue to be responsible and get
good grades? Or do you go play the
game? Read along Tuesday to see
what happens!

TUESDAY

SUNDAY
December 10
You wussy. This is a Choose
Your Own Adventure novel and
if you’re reading this column you
keep scaredy-cat-ing out of life’s
adventures. Choosing the safe route
every time will not help you realize
your dream of being a KFC general
store manager anytime soon. Your
one redeeming chance approaches
quickly. You may attend the final
evening of “Totally 80s Snowball”
at the same time and same place.

December 12
If you choose the library, you
grab some books and head over.
Unfortunately, on your way to the
library, the sidewalk gives out and
you’re stuck in a sinkhole.
If you choose the game, you
put your sneakers on and head to
campus. Unfortunately, on the walk
over, the sidewalk gives out and
you’re stuck in a sinkhole.
The lesson learned: You cannot escape your destiny. Therefore
never, never, never try.

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Ann Tassone at 513-745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted

Babysitters and nannies needed for
Cincinnati area families. $10+ per
Babysitters needed for Cincinnati hour. Full-time, part-time and onfamilies. Starts at $8 per hour. Must call. Visit www.sittercafe.com.
have own transportation. Apply at
www.thesitterconnection.com or Parents of three elementary schoolcall 513-898-9857.
aged children need an in-home child
care provider two to five days per
Babysitters wanted. Average pay is week after school beginning in Janu$10 per hour. Register free for jobs ary. Approximate hours: 2:30 p.m. to
near campus or home. Visit www. 5:30 p.m. Can be flexible on which
student-sitters.com.
days of week. Call Teri at 513-5437450.
Mortgage company seeking student
to search courthouse records. $1
per name. No experience. Call
Doug at 877-384-1098.
Child care needed in Mason home
for six-month-old child. Experience, CPR certified, non-smoker,
two days per week (Tuesday and
Wednesday). Contact Rebecca at
317-816-0779 or rhaydendmd@
yahoo.com.
Experienced, energetic, caring person needed to help take care of
one five-year-old and one nineyear-old after school. Three days
per week. Dependable car needed.
Email hkerr@cinci.rr.com.
Enjoy meeting people? Have fun and
make lots of money! Our appointment setters earn $300-$1,200 per
week for only 15 to 20 hours of
talking with people. Highest pay in
the industry. Join today! Call 513731-1333.

For Rent
Completely renovated house. Five
to seven bedrooms, four living
rooms, three kitchens, four bathrooms, A/C, porch, parking, full
court basketball, walk to campus.
June 2007. Call Adam at 513-6080887.
Three and four bedroom houses
available for this winter, next summer and next school year. Two
blocks from campus, clean, fully
equipped, off-street parking, laundry, next to other student housing.
Contact Doug at 513-616-3798 or
email cit545@aol.com.

Huge one bedroom apartment on
first floor with great front porch
for grill outs. 974 Dana, easy walk
or bike to class, on shuttle van
route. Off-street parking and utilities included. Pets OK. Call Scott at
513-673-4946.

Well-maintained two bedroom
apartments with bonus room
available at 1047 Dana Avenue
across from the South lot. Hardwood floors, laundry facilities, offstreet parking and heat included.
Call Laura at 513-265-1485.

Live with all your friends! Awesome
four and five bedroom apartment
houses. Free parking and washer/
dryer in basement. Free moving
truck with signed lease. 938 Dana.
Call Scott at 513-673-4946.

Now leasing for June and August!
The very best two bedroom, three
bedroom, four bedroom, five bedroom and six bedroom apartments around Xavier! You will not
find a better place to live! These
apartments are newly renovated
and set in a turn-of-the-century
mansion. Minutes (walk) from
campus. We feature: ceiling fans,
full modern kitchens, dining room,
sun room, washer and dryer, A/C,
large front porch, extremely large
closets, new carpet, hardwood
floors, plenty of parking, manicured landscaping and much more!
To schedule an appointment, call
Ian at 513-253-7368. Availability is
limited, so hurry!

Must see this three bedroom with
roomy LR and DR. Free off-street
parking and washer/dryer on site.
974 Dana. Call Scott at 513-6734946 before it’s rented without
you!
Two bedroom, big enough for three
if you want. Washer/dryer. On XU
shuttle line or walk/bike to class.
Plenty of parking. Secure building.
974 Dana. Call Scott at 513-6734946.
Two bedroom house. Hardwood
floors, fully equipped kitchen,
security system, washer/dryer
hookup, walking distance to campus. $825 per month. Call Hadley at 513-307-5020.

Apartment available next school
year. Two bedroom across the
street from XU on Dana Avenue.
Front door video security, free
high-speed Internet, free laundry, off-street parking. Call Bill at
513-616-9000.

Travel
Call STS for the best deals to
this year’s top 10 Spring Break
destinations! Earn the highest
rep commissions! Ask about our
group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. Call 1-800-648-4849
or visit www.ststravel.com.

